The effect of normoxia exposure on hypoxia tolerance and sensory sampling in a swamp-dwelling mormyrid fish.
Effects of energetic limitations on the performance of sensory systems are generally difficult to quantify. Weakly electric fishes provide an ideal model system to quantify the effects of metabolic stressors on sensory information acquisition, because they use an active-sensing strategy that permits easy measurement of the sensing effort. These fishes discharge an electric signal and sense perturbations of the resulting electric field. We used the mormyrid Petrocephalus degeni to quantify the relationship between routine metabolic rate and the rate of sensory sampling (rate of electric organ discharge, EOD) while under progressive hypoxia by quantifying the critical oxygen tension (PC-MR) and the critical electric organ discharge threshold (PC-EOD). PC-MR was significantly higher in fish acclimated to normoxia for over 40 days compared to animals tested within 1-5 days of capture from a hypoxic swamp, which suggests high costs of maintaining hypoxia tolerance; however, there was no acclimation effect on PC-EOD. All P. degeni reached their PC-EOD prior to their PC-MR. However, below the respective critical tension value, EOD rate decreased more gradually than the metabolic rate suggesting that the fish were increasing the proportion of their energy budget allocated to acquiring sensory information as dissolved-oxygen levels dropped. Trade-offs between sensory sampling and other physiological functions are also suggested by the increase in routine EOD rate with long-term normoxia acclimation, in contrast to metabolic rate, which showed no significant changes. These results highlight the relationship between sensory sampling and metabolic rate in response to progressive hypoxia and the plasticity of hypoxia tolerance.